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ACADEMIC
WORKSHOPS

Workshop Timetable
Workshop

Week

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Location

Week 4

10am 12pm

TBA

Week 9

2pm 4pm

TBA

Leadership Skills

Week 4

10am 12pm

TBA

Week 9

2pm 4pm

TBA

Team Dynamics

Week 4

10am 12pm

TBA

Week 9

2pm 4pm

TBA

Academic Reading
and Writing

Academic Research

Individual Tutorial

Week 2,
6 and 8

TBA

TBA

9am5pm

9am5pm

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

APIC offers FREE services and provides academic skills support to all students enrolled. APIC
Workshops assist students to develop their academic skills.
APIC designed workshops are specifically for Undergraduate and Postgraduate student’s coursework.
Workshops are 2 hours in duration. Semester 1-2017 workshop days are Mondays and Tuesdays
ONLY (Summer Holiday Timetable)





Registration is essential online via the APIC Website
Workshops are FREE
Workshops on the above table will be available from 06th March to 16th June 2017
Some workshops will provide an additional certificate on completion (Conditions Apply)

For more information on the APIC workshops available, see one of our APIC Staff.
Happy Studies!

Leadership Skills
Learn how to develop your skills to successfully manage a group of people and ensure how you
communicate effectively and efficiently and delegate and deliver to become an exceptional leader.
Hence it is important that effective leadership starts with a thorough understanding and congruence
of the value systems of all stakeholders involved.
Academic Reading and Writing
This workshop provides a concise and practical overview of the essentials of academic reading
strategies such as scanning to find the book or chapter, skimming to get the gist and careful reading
of important passages. As reading is strongly connected to writing, participants may get some hands
on practice on understanding the meaning, relationships in the text, important points, reading
efficiently and note taking etc.
Learn how to use punctuation and referencing, and develop supporting ideas in academic writing.
Designed to help students write academic essays, reports, from the beginning through to the end of
their course
Academic Research
This workshop explores academic research as a multi-step process to assist the participants not just
to create new ideas, perspective and argument, but also to return to previous stages as they refine
their research question, topic or approach. As a result, participants will get an opportunity initially to
choose and focus a research topic and then find, evaluate and cite the background information about
their research question, topic or approach. It is expected that this workshop will guide the participants
to consider the larger, and interrelated elements of critical thinking involved in academic research to
be more productive and alleviate anxiety.
Team Dynamics
This workshop is recommended for students who want to understand what team dynamics are all
about and have a significant impact on working in teams. The focus of this workshop is to allow the
participants to discover what motivates other team members, how to build team cohesion and
improve higher levels of performance, how to position team members for optimum performance, and
how to deal with conflicts in an effective and efficient manner. It is expected that this seminar will
assist the participants to understand individual’s personality and management style, communication
and language skills, lead their teams with passion and influence and make informed collective
decisions.
Individual Tutorials
An individual consultation lets you seek help with any specific study-related problem or issue. Staff
may allocate you to work with a Peer Writing Assistant to discuss and explore useful strategies to
apply to your studies.

